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Reverse  electrodialysis  (RED)  is a technology  to obtain  energy  from  the  salinity  difference  between  salt
water  and  fresh  water.  Traditionally,  ion  exchange  membranes,  separated  by  non-conductive  spacers,  are
used in  this  technology.  As  an  alternative  for  these  non-conductive  spacers,  in  this work,  heterogeneous
ion  exchange  membranes  were  hot  pressed  in  the  dry  state  to create  a  profiled  membrane  compris-
ing  230–245  �m ridges  (in  wet  state)  on  one  side  of the  membrane.  Stacking  such  profiled  membranes
creates  channels  for  the  feed  water,  thus  make  the use  of  spacers  obsolete.  The  performance  of  a  RED-
stack  with  such  profiled  membranes  was  compared  for  the  first  time  with  a RED-stack  with  traditional,
non-conductive  spacers.  The  ohmic  resistance  was  significantly  lower  for the  stack  with  profiled  mem-
branes  compared  to  that  with  spacers,  whereas  the  boundary  layer  resistance  was  higher.  This  resulted
everse electrodialysis
alinity gradient energy
pacers

in slightly  higher  power  densities  for the  stack  with  profiled  membranes.  Despite  this  small  improve-
ment,  profiled  membranes  have  a strong  future  development  potential.  Experimental  data  show  that  the
hydraulic  friction  is  much  lower  for  the  stack  with  profiled  membranes  and hence  higher  Reynolds  num-
bers are  possible  than in  a stack  with  spacers.  Furthermore,  profiling  membranes  allow  much  freedom
to  create  new  profile  geometries  where  a  hydrodynamic  flow can  be combined  with  efficient  mixing  in
the boundary  layers.
. Introduction

Reverse electrodialysis (RED) is a renewable energy source that
ses the energy from the mixing of salt and fresh water. This Gibbs
ree energy of mixing is available when concentrated and diluted
alt solutions mix  and RED captures this salinity gradient energy
sing ion exchange membranes.

The principle of RED has been described by several authors
1–3]. A RED stack is comprised of an alternating series of cation
xchange membranes (CEMs) and anion exchange membranes
AEMs). When alternating concentrated and diluted salt solution
ow in between the ion exchange membranes, ions are trans-
orted from the concentrated to the diluted compartment, forced
y the salinity gradient. Since the ion exchange membranes ide-
lly only allow either positive or negative ions to pass, cations are
ransported to one side and anions to the other side. The resulting
otential difference over the membranes can be used to power an
lectrical device.
To make RED an economically attractive technology to extract
nergy from the mixing of sea and river water, the net power
o be generated per membrane area (i.e. net power density) is

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +31 53 489 4185.
E-mail address: d.c.nijmeijer@utwente.nl (K. Nijmeijer).

376-7388/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.memsci.2011.09.043
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

estimated to be 2 W/m2 at a fuel efficiency of 70% [4].  Previous
research already showed that 80% fuel efficiency is possible [2].
The net power density in RED was  recently increased to 1.2 W/m2

[5].  Although this was  almost twice the highest value reported pre-
viously, it is still considerably lower than the aimed 2 W/m2. A high
power density will reduce the price since the membrane costs are
dominant compared to the other costs in a large scale RED power
plant [4].  The fuel efficiency is of minor importance for a first plant,
as water flows are not limiting yet.

To achieve a high net power density, the internal resistance of
the system and the hydraulic friction of the feed waters in the com-
partments should be low. A low internal resistance minimizes the
electrical loss in the stack and a low hydraulic friction of the feed
waters minimizes the pumping power. The non-conducting spac-
ers, which are traditionally used to keep the membranes separated,
significantly increase the internal resistance and the hydraulic fric-
tion of the feed waters.

A non-conductive spacer made from materials such as PET
(polyethylene terephthalate), covers a part of the membrane and
reduces the membrane area available for ion conduction. This is
known as the spacer shadow effect [6].  Furthermore, the ionic

current through the spacer grid is tortuous, which lengthens the
current streamlines and thus increases the electrical resistance.
Due to the presence of non-conductive spacers, the internal resis-
tance in previous experiments was more than twice the value

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2011.09.043
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03767388
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/memsci
mailto:d.c.nijmeijer@utwente.nl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2011.09.043
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xpected based on the conductivity of the individual components
6,7].

In addition, the knits of the spacers (where the spacer fila-
ents cross) are a major source of hydraulic friction of the feed
aters; experimental values exceed the theoretical equivalents for
niform laminar flow by more than an order of magnitude [5,8].
onsequently, the power spent on pumping of the feed waters is
ignificant compared to the actual power generated. In addition,
pacers are vulnerable to biofouling, which increases the hydraulic
riction even more. Biofouling is recognized as a spacer problem
ather than a membrane problem [9,10].

Ion-conductive spacers reduce the internal resistance (e.g.
6,11]), but do not reduce the hydraulic friction. Profiled mem-
ranes on the other hand, i.e. membranes with a relief on their
urface integrating the spacer and membrane functionality, make
he use of separate spacers obsolete since the profile keeps
he membranes separated while providing channels for the feed
aters. Such profiled membranes (sometimes referred to as cor-

ugated membranes) can combine a low internal resistance due to
heir ion-conducting ridges with a low hydraulic friction.

Profiled membranes have been used incidentally in electrodial-
sis (ED) [12–14].  The internal resistance in these experiments was
pproximately 1.6 times lower for a stack with double sided pro-
led membranes when compared to a system with non-conductive
pacers [14]. At higher feed water concentrations, the difference
ith non-conductive spacers became less pronounced. Higher lim-

ting currents were found for devices with profiled membranes [14]
ue to the increase in available area for ion exchange. Profiled mem-
ranes show also a lower hydraulic friction in ED when compared
o a device with spacers [13].

So far, profiled membranes have not been used in reverse elec-
rodialysis and the results found in ED cannot be adopted a priori in
ED, because the inter-membrane distance and the Reynolds num-
ers in RED are significantly smaller than in ED; Reynolds numbers

n RED are usually an order of magnitude smaller than those in
D. Moreover, phenomena like the overlimiting current and water
plitting are absent in RED.

Here we investigate for the first time the operation of a RED stack
ith profiled membranes, and compare its performance to that of

 RED stack with non-conductive spacers. The open circuit volt-
ge, internal resistance and hydraulic friction of the feed waters are
xperimentally determined for both stacks, which enables compar-
ng both stacks in terms of (net) power density and fuel efficiency.

. Theory

The gross power density that can be obtained from a RED stack
s related to the electromotive force E (V) that follows from the
oncentration difference over the membrane, the current density J
A/m2) and the ohmic area resistance Rohmic (� m2), according to:

gross = E · J − Rohmic · J2

Nm
(1)

n which Pgross is the gross power density (in W/m2 membrane) and
m is the number of membranes. The electromotive force is given by

he Nernst equation (as a theoretical voltage over the membranes
ue to different ion activities at either side of a membrane) and
orrected for the membrane permselectivity and the number of
embranes [15].
When no current is applied, the electromotive force can be esti-

ated based on the inflow concentrations of the feed waters. This
ields the open circuit voltage (EOCV). When a current is applied,

ons exchange from the salt water to the fresh water, and the con-
entrations at the membrane surface will be different than the
oncentration at the feed water inflow. Due to the process of ion
xchange, the concentrations of the feed water compartments will
 Science 385– 386 (2011) 234– 242 235

approach each other. Hence, the electromotive force will be lower
than the EOCV. We  can subdivide this potential reduction into a part
due to the concentration change in the (concentration) boundary
layer, EBL, and a part due to the concentration change in the bulk
solution, E�C. The equation for the gross power density can thus be
written as:

Pgross = (EOCV − EBL − E�C ) · J − Rohmic · J2

Nm
(2)

In which EOCV, EBL and E�C are in Volt. The impact of EBL and E�C can
be compared to the ohmic resistance if EBL and E�C are divided by
the current density. The reduction in electromotive force, divided
by the current density, is than interpreted as a (non-ohmic) resis-
tance:

Pgross = EOCV · J − Ri · J2

Nm
(3)

with

Ri = Rohmic + R�C + RBL (4)

In which Ri is the total internal area resistance (� m2), R�C is the
contribution to the resistance due to the concentration change in
the bulk solution (� m2) and RBL is the boundary layer resistance
(� m2). The boundary layer resistance, RBL, is associated with con-
centration polarization [6,16].  The contribution of R�C was often
not recognized in previous research (e.g. [2,6]), but is significant in
RED [5].

The values of Ri and Rohmic can be determined experimentally
from chrono-potentiometric experiments [5,16].  The total internal
resistance, Ri, is derived from the (stationary) voltage when a stable
current is applied. The sudden jump in voltage when the current is
released reveals the contribution of the ohmic resistance. The latter
time dependent voltage change is due to RBL and R�C.

The contribution of R�C can be estimated from [5]:

R�C = Nm

2
·  ̨ · R · T

F · J
· ln

(
�ar

�as

)
(5)

In which �ar = 1 + ((J · A)/(F · ˚r · cr)) and
�as = 1 − ((J · A)/(F · ˚s · cs)),  ̨ is the apparent permselectivity (as
defined in e.g. [15]) R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol/K),
T is the absolute temperature (K), F is the Faraday constant
(96,485 C/mol), A is the electrode area (m2),  ̊ is the discharge of
the feed water per compartment (m3/s), c is the inflow concentra-
tion of the feed waters (mol/m3) and the subscripts r and s refer to
river water and seawater, respectively. The last contribution, the
boundary layer resistance (RBL), can subsequently be derived as
the remaining contribution in Eq. (4).

Next to the power generated by the RED stack, power is con-
sumed to pump the feed water through the stack. The pumping
power per membrane area, Ppump (W/m2 membrane), can be cal-
culated as [17]:

Ppump = �pr · ˚r + �ps · ˚s

2A
(6)

In which �p  is the pressure drop in the feed water over the RED
stack (Pa). The factor 2A originates from the membrane area of
cation and anion exchange membranes together. The pressure drop
for a fully developed, uniform and laminar flow in an infinite wide
channel can be calculated by using a momentum balance contain-
ing the pressure gradient and the wall friction. This theoretical
pressure drop is given by [5]:

�p  = 12�  · L · ˚
(7)
b · d3

In which � is the viscosity of water (Pa s), L is the length of the
flow path (m), b is the width of the flow path (m)  and d is the
height of the flow path (m). Under experimental conditions and
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specially in spacer filled channels, the pressure drop can be sig-
ificantly higher than this theoretical value [5].  Consequently, this
heoretical value is considered as a minimum value, corresponding
o optimum (uniform, infinite wide) circumstances.

The net power density is the difference between the maximum
alue from Eq. (3) (gross power density) and Eq. (6) (power losses
y pumping):

net = E2
OCV

4Nm · Ri
− �pr · ˚r + �ps · ˚s

2A
(8)

rofiled membranes are expected to lower the ohmic resistance,
nd thus the total resistance Ri, by providing ion conducting path-
ays in stead of a spacer shadow when using non-conductive

pacers. Furthermore the pressure drop, �p, is expected to be lower
sing profiled membranes compared to stacks with flat membranes
nd spacers, due to the absence of spacer filaments disturbing the
ow. Therefore, the net power density is expected to be higher for

 stack with profiled membranes when compared to a stack with
at membranes and spacers.

. Experimental setup

.1. Membranes

Commercial heterogeneous membranes, types Ralex CMH  and
MH (Mega a.s., Czech Republic) were used. These membranes
re composed of a polyethene (PE) substrate with ion exchange
esins and polyethersulfone (PES) re-inforcement incorporated.
lthough the resistance of these membranes is relatively high com-
ared to that of homogeneous ion exchange membranes [15], these
embranes were selected because of their relatively low melting

emperature of approximately 115 ◦C. This offers the possibility to
pply a profile in the membrane in dry form using hot pressing at
elatively low temperatures.

The resistance and permselectivity of the membranes were
easured before and after hot pressing of the membranes. The
embrane resistance was measured in 0.5 M NaCl. The perms-

lectivity was measured using 0.1 M NaCl and 0.5 M NaCl. The
xperimental setup for membrane resistance and permselectivity
etermination is described elsewhere [15].

.2. Membrane profiling

To create the one-sided profiled membranes, the dry mem-
ranes were cut in pieces of 160 mm × 160 mm  and sandwiched
etween two aluminum moulds. One of these moulds had a profile
omprising of channels of 200 �m in depth and 200 �m in width,
s shown in Fig. 1. The other mould had a chamber with a flat bed
f 164 mm × 164 mm in size and 220 �m in depth.

A release agent (EWO 7902, KVS, Germany) was  sprayed on
he membranes to facilitate release of the membranes from the

oulds after hot pressing. The moulds and membranes were placed
n a thermal press (Vogt Maschinenbau, Germany), which was
reheated to 140 ◦C. The moulds were heated for 2 min, and sub-
equently pressed for 10 min  at 53 tons. The pressure on the total
rea of 160 mm × 160 mm was 210 bar. Finally, the moulds were
ooled to 40 ◦C and removed from the press.

The use of a thermal press to apply the profile on the membranes
ould alter the characteristics of the membrane [18]. To exclude this
ffect, also the membranes used in the stack with spacers were hot
ressed according to the same procedure. In this case, the same
ould with a 220 �m deep chamber was used on one side, while
he other side was covered by a flat aluminum plate.
The pressed membranes were immersed in demineralized

ater, ultrasonically treated in approximately 0.25 M NH3 to
emove the release agent, rinsed in demineralized water, immersed
e Science 385– 386 (2011) 234– 242

in 3 M NaCl to exchange the counter ions in the membranes towards
Na+ or Cl−, and finally immersed in 0.25 M NaCl to equal conditions
in the stack. The final, wet  membranes have ridges with a height of
245 ± 5 �m for the CEMs and 230 ± 5 �m for the AEMs.

3.3. Stack

A schematic picture of the stack with profiled membranes and
that with spacers is given in Fig. 2.

Both stacks contained 2 Ti electrodes (mesh 1.0, 10 cm × 10 cm)
coated with Ir/Ru (Magneto Special Anodes B.V., The Netherlands),
two  CEMs (Neosepta, CMX) shielding the electrode compartments,
and two buffer compartments (Fig. 2) to prevent leakage of the
electrolyte towards the feed waters and vice versa.

The stack with the profiled membranes contained 5 profiled
CEMs and 5 profiled AEMs, alternately stacked. A silicone film of
100 �m (Specialty Silicone Fabricators, USA), that fits around the
profiled area, was used to seal the water compartments in the stack
with profiled membranes. In case of the stack with spacers, 5 flat
(pressed) CEMs and 5 flat (pressed) AEMs were alternately stacked.
A woven fabric, non-conductive spacer (Sefar Nitex 07-300/46,
Switzerland), was  cut in the same shape (Fig. 2) as the profiled
area of the profiled membranes. The thickness of this spacer was
240 ± 5 �m as measured using a thickness gage (Mutitoyo 547-
401, Japan). According to the specifications of the manufacturer,
the open area of the spacer was 46% and its porosity was  72%. A
silicone film (Specialty Silicone Fabricators, USA) of approximately
250 �m thick was  used to seal the water compartments.

3.4. Feed waters

Synthetic feed water representatives for seawater and river
water with a concentration of 0.507 M (i.e. 3.00%) and 0.017 M (i.e.
0.10%) NaCl, respectively, were prepared by dissolving NaCl (tech-
nical grade, ESCO, The Netherlands) in demineralized water. The
feed solutions were kept at 25 ± 0.5 ◦C by a heater (Tetratec HT300,
Germany) and a pump.

The artificial sea and riverwater solutions were pumped through
the stack by two adjustable peristaltic pumps (Cole-Parmer, Mas-
terflex L/S Digital drive, USA). Measurements were performed at
0.8, 1.5, 3, 5, 8, 15, 30, 60, 100, 150, 200 and 250 ml/min. A 1 �m
cartridge filter was placed in a two liter container just before the
stack, not only for filtering, but rather to dampen the pressure pulse
created by the peristaltic pumps.

For each flow rate, the Reynolds number was calculated being
defined as the Reynolds number for a wide slit:

Re = ū · Dh

�
= ū ·  2d

�
= 2˚

b · �
(9)

where ū is the average flow velocity, Dh is the hydraulic diameter
and � is the kinematic viscosity of water (8.9 × 10−7 m2/s at 25 ◦C).

The pressure drop between the inflow and outflow of the
feed waters was  measured using a differential pressure meter
(Endress + Hauser Deltabar S, Germany) with an accuracy of
0.1 kPa ± 1%.

3.5. Electrode and buffer compartments

The electrode rinse solution was composed of 0.05 M K3Fe(CN)6,
0.05 M K4Fe(CN)6 and 0.5 M NaCl, and circulated at 400 ml/min
from one electrode compartment to the other electrode compart-

ment and back to its storage vessel.

The buffer compartments were fed with 0.5 M NaCl circulating
at 80 ml/min and kept at 1 bar by a pressure control valve. In this
way, the pressure outside of the membranes is always higher than
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hat in the interior, ensuring that the membranes remain closely
acked.

The electrode rinse solution and buffer solution were kept at
5 ± 0.2 ◦C using a water bath (Haake DC10, Germany). The com-
lete stack, including the filters for the feed water, was placed in a
hermostatic chamber (MMM  Friocell 222, Germany) to maintain
he temperature at 25.0 ± 0.1 ◦C during operation.

.6. Electrical characterization

Chronopotentiometry was performed on both stacks. At least 4
urrent steps were applied for every flow rate using a galvanos-
at (Ivium Technologies, The Netherlands). The level and duration
f the current steps were different for all flow rates to ensure
hat equilibrium was reached. At the lowest flow rate, 0.8 ml/min,
he current steps ranged from 2.5 to 10 A/m2 and each level was
mposed for 7200 s. At the highest flow rate of 250 ml/min, the cur-
ent steps ranged from 5 to 30 A/m2 and lasted 50 s each, which
as already sufficient to reach equilibrium at this flow rate.

A part of the internal resistance of the system is due to the resis-

ance of the electrodes and buffer compartments. These resistances
re not of interest for a full-scale application, where many more
embrane pairs can be stacked and the contribution of the elec-

rodes and corresponding compartments is small compared to that

Fig. 2. Illustration of stack setup with profiled membrane
ndicate the grooves in the mould. Right: cross section at the middle of the moulds.

of the other resistances. However, in a lab-scale stack these resis-
tances do play a role and should be taken into account. As such, the
total internal area resistance of the system is corrected for the resis-
tance of the electrodes and buffer compartments. The resistance of
the electrodes and buffer compartments was  measured using an
‘empty’ stack, consisting of two electrodes, two electrode compart-
ments and two buffer compartments only. Chronopotentiometry
was  conducted on this empty stack under the same conditions as
for the RED stacks.

Fig. 3 shows a typical example of the experimental data obtained
for the resistance and the corresponding gross power density, as a
function of the current density.

The total area resistance is often assumed to be independent of
the current density, which would result in a single parabolic graph
for the gross power density when plotted against the current den-
sity (Eq. (3))  [19–21].  However, Fig.  3 shows that the resistance
is not constant for different current densities, and thus the esti-
mated maximum gross power density is differs, depending on the
current density used to measure the resistance. All components
of the resistance decrease if the current density increases, with a

most significant decrease in RBL. The decrease in resistance is due
to ion transport and the corresponding increase in conductivity of
the fresh water. The resistance has a stronger dependency on the
current density at lower Reynolds numbers or flow rates, whereas

s (upper part) and that with spacers (bottom part).
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he resistance is hardly influenced by the current density at higher
ow rates when the feed waters are rapidly renewed. For a typical
eynolds number in RED, as in Fig. 3, the maximum power den-
ity can be estimated 10% lower or higher when the resistance is
easured at a suboptimal current density. Consequently, the repre-

entative resistance is measured at a current density corresponding
o the maximum power density.

Using the open circuit voltage and the resistances as determined
xperimentally, the maximum power density output can be calcu-
ated using Eq. (3).  Subtracting the pumping power losses, the net
ower density can be calculated using Eq. (8).

All measurements were performed in duplicate, i.e. on two indi-
idual stacks with profiled membranes and two stacks with spacers.
he average values are presented, with error bars at one standard
eviation to indicate the fluctuations. Some error bars are smaller
han the symbol size and therefore not visible.

. Results and discussion

.1. Profiled membrane characteristics

Table 1 shows the specifications of the manufacturer and the
easured permselectivity and resistance of the membranes, before

nd after hot pressing. The permselectivity and resistance do
hange after hot pressing, most drastically in the case of the
EMs (AMH). The differences between the profiled membranes

nd the corresponding flat pressed membranes are nevertheless
mall. This emphasizes that a RED-stack with profiled membranes
eeds to be compared to a RED-stack with flat pressed membranes
nly.

able 1
roperties of Ralex CMH  and AMH.

Membrane Area resistance (� cm2) Permselect

CMH-PES
Specification <10 >92 

Measured, unpressed 7.0 ± 0.3 97 ± 2 

Measured, flat pressed 5.8 ± 0.3 95 ± 1 

Measured, profiled 5.4 ± 0.3 95 ± 1 

AMH-PES
Specification <7.5 >90 

Measured, unpressed 7.3 ± 0.3 89 ± 1 

Measured, flat pressed 3.5 ± 0.3 87 ± 1 

Measured, profiled 2.7 ± 0.1 87 ± 1 

a Thickness of membrane excluding ridges. The ridges were 245 ± 5 �m (CEM) and 230
rrent density, for a stack with profiled membranes, at a Reynolds number of 2.2.

The changes occurring in the membranes due to hot pressing
are not the main focus of this research and will not be discussed
in detail. Hot pressing is not the only method available for pro-
filed membrane production and other methods, e.g. casting [22,23],
could be used as well. Nevertheless, some explanations for the
observations in Table 1 can be suggested. The reduced mem-
brane resistance after hot pressing is mainly caused by the lower
thickness of the membranes. For AMHs, the specific conductivity
increased after pressing, while the permselectivity decreased. Pre-
vious research showed that the membrane surface area covered by
ion exchange resin particles was reduced after hot pressing of het-
erogeneous ion exchange membranes [18]. This suggests a lower
surface charge and hence a lower permselectivity. To obey continu-
ity of mass, ion exchange particles will become more closely packed
in the cross sectional direction, which may  explain a slightly higher
specific conductivity.

Fig. 4 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of dry
profiled cation and anion exchange membranes.

The ridges of the dry profiled membrane are as expected
200 (±5) �m in height, corresponding to the mould grooves. The
width of the ridges is slightly more than 200 �m,  especially at the
ridge foot. The ridges expand in wet state to a height of 245 ± 5 �m
for the CEMs and 230 ± 5 �m for the AEMs.

4.2. Power density
Fig. 5 shows the gross power density of the stacks with profiled
membranes and that with spacers as a function of the Reynolds
number and the fuel efficiency (i.e. the actual generated energy per
liter feed water compared to the theoretical equivalent).

ivity (%) Wet  thickness (�m) Conductivity (mS/cm)

<700 >6.3
650 ± 15 9.3 ± 0.3
570 ± 25 9.8 ± 0.4
510 ± 15a 9.3 ± 0.5

<750 >8.3
670 ± 15 9.1 ± 0.3
485 ± 15 13.9 ± 0.6
475 ± 10a 17.7 ± 0.6

 ± 5 �m (AEM) high.
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Fig. 4. Representative SEM-image of cross-section of the profiled CEM (CMH) left and AEM (AMH) right. The protruding fibers and black holes are remnants of the reinforcement
(PES)  in the membrane. The small crack in the AEM is due to cutting of the membrane.
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4.3. OCV

To explain the differences in gross power density for the stack
with profiled membranes and that with spacers, the OCV and the
Fig. 5. Power density as a function of the Reynolds number and fuel

The gross power density increases with increasing Reynolds
umber since the internal resistance decreases with increasing
eynolds number. At higher Reynolds numbers, the power density
f the stack with profiled membranes is higher than that obtained
or the stack with spacers, whereas the stack with spacers gives the
ighest power densities at lower Reynolds numbers. The power
ensity for the stack with spacers only increases slightly for resi-
ence times smaller than 10 s, which is in agreement with previous
bservations [15,17]. The stack with profiled membranes on the
ther hand shows a much steeper increase in gross power density
t lower residence times. This shows that the power density of a
ED stack with profiled membranes can exceed the power density

or a stack with spacers even more at higher Reynolds numbers (i.e.
ery high flow rates and lower residence times).

This observation is reflected in the fuel efficiency as well. At high
ow rates, the stack with profiled membranes generates higher
ower densities at the expense of the fuel efficiency compared to
he stack with spacers. At high fuel efficiencies (low flow rates),
he stack with spacers yields a higher power density. The maxi-

um fuel efficiency was found for the one but lowest flow rate.
t the lowest flow rate, losses due to co-ion transport and osmosis
educe the fuel efficiency again, as was demonstrated previously
17].

For a small-scale power plant, where not the amount of water

ut the price of the plant limit the process, low fuel efficiencies are
cceptable to generate high power densities. Profiled membranes
ive a higher gross power density in that range. When the supply
f water becomes limiting, higher fuel efficiencies are desired.
ency, for a stack with profiled membranes and a stack with spacers.
Fig. 6. Open circuit voltage (OCV) as a function of the Reynolds number, for a stack
with  profiled membranes and one with spacers.
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Fig. 7. Area resistance as a function of the Reynolds numbe

esistance of both stacks are examined. Fig. 6 shows the OCV for
he stack with profiled membranes and that with spacers.

At high Reynolds numbers, the values found for the OCV are
pproximately 92–94% of the theoretical value as derived from the
ernst equation, whereas significantly lower values are measured
t low flow velocities. Długołęcki et al. [20] reported similar behav-
or. They explained the low OCV at low flow velocities by referring
o concentration polarization. Although this term is somewhat
mbiguous for open circuit conditions (no net charge transport), the
CV is indeed limited by changes in concentration in the vicinity of

he membranes, which is most pronounced at low flow velocities.
he non-perfect membranes allow small fluxes of water from the
iver water compartments to the seawater compartments and salt
ransport (co-ion and counter-ion) from the seawater to the river
ater compartment are apparent as well. This transport is assumed

o be confined in a relatively small layer adjacent to the mem-
ranes, as the outflow concentrations at open circuit conditions
re not significantly different from those at the inflow. At higher
ow velocities, mixing of the boundary layers is improved and the
easured OCV approaches the theoretical value. This in contrast to

he mixing at very low flow rates (i.e. very low Reynolds numbers).
The stack with spacers has a slightly higher OCV compared to

he stack with profiled membranes, although not as significant at
ll Reynolds numbers. Based on the permselectivity of the individ-
al membranes (Table 1), the OCV could be expected to be the same
or both stacks. The small differences are probably due to the better

ixing in the stack with spacers. The same is observed for the resis-
ance, as will be discussed later. Poor mixing introduces the same
ffects (osmosis and co-ion transport) as low Reynolds numbers do.

.4. Resistance

Fig. 7 shows the area resistances for the stack with profiled
embranes and the stack with spacers, divided in Rohmic, R�C and

BL, as function of the Reynolds number.
Fig. 7 shows that Rohmic increases, while R�C and RBL decrease
ith increasing Reynolds number for both stacks. The decrease of
BL was observed before [5],  and is a direct effect of the higher
ixing rate at high flow velocities (and thus at high Reynolds num-

ers). R�C is significant at low Reynolds numbers (even dominant
a stack with profiled membranes and a stack with spacers.

at the lowest Reynolds number), whereas R�C has the smallest con-
tribution at the highest Reynolds number. The decrease of R�C at
higher Reynolds numbers is a consequence of the faster re-supply
of feed water and can be derived from Eq. (5).  Compared to the stack
with spacers, the stack with profiled membranes has a significantly
lower ohmic resistance, but a distinctively higher boundary layer
resistance.

The lower ohmic resistance in case of the profiled membranes
was  expected, as the profiles provide an ion conductive path, i.e.
the spacer shadow effect is eliminated. The ohmic resistance was
reduced by approximately 30% compared to the stack with spac-
ers. Although this is a major improvement, the ohmic resistance
was  even more dramatically reduced when ion conductive spacers
were used [6]. This can be due to the relatively high area resistance
of the heterogeneous membranes (Table 1; 2.7–5.8 � cm2) as used
in this experiment, while the experiment with ion conductive spac-
ers in previous research used homogeneous membranes with an
area resistance of only 2–3 � cm2 [6].  It is expected that profiled
membranes with a lower area resistance (for example homoge-
neous membranes) would result in a more distinct difference when
compared to non-conductive spacers is expected.

The boundary layer resistance in the stack with profiled mem-
branes is significantly higher than that in the stack with spacers.
This obviously reveals the much better promotion of mixing in the
case of the spacers compared to that in the stack with profiled mem-
branes. The spacer filaments act as an obstacle forcing the flow to
follow a tortuous path and thus generating additional mixing in the
boundary layer. This process is absent when membranes with the
current profile are used, leading to an increased RBL.

Overall, the area resistance of the stack with profiled mem-
branes is slightly higher at low Reynolds numbers and slightly
lower at high Reynolds numbers than that of the stack with spacers.

4.5. Hydraulic losses

The flow channels as provided by the profiled membranes dif-

fer from a hydrodynamic point of view from those provided by the
spacers. Spacers are known to cause a large pressure drop over the
inflow and outflow of the feed water, indicating large hydraulic fric-
tion. The flow along the straight ridges of the profiled membranes is
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Fig. 8. Pressure drop as a function of the Reynolds number, for a stack with profiled
membranes, a stack with spacers and the theoretical pressure drop assuming uni-
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orm  flow in an infinite wide channel (Eq. (7)). The small axis at the left top shows
 zoom for small pressure drops (0–1.5 kPa).

xpected to feature less hydraulic friction. Fig. 8 shows the pressure
rop over the inflow and outflow of the feed water.

The pressure drop is approximately 4 times lower for the stack
ith profiled membranes, i.e. the profiled membranes induce sig-
ificantly less hydraulic friction than the spacers. Still, the pressure
rop in the stack with profiled membranes is almost twenty times
he theoretical value as calculated for uniform laminar flow as
escribed by Eq. (7).  A minor part of this excess can be explained by
he finite width of the profiled channels. If the actual geometries
f the profiled membranes are considered, instead of an infinite

ide channel, the theoretical pressure drop is still approximately

3 times lower than the measured values for the profiled mem-
ranes. The latter excess in hydraulic friction is caused at the inflow
nd outflow of each compartment, where the flow is subject to

ig. 9. Net power density as a function of the Reynolds number, for a stack with
rofiled membranes and a stack with spacers.
 Science 385– 386 (2011) 234– 242 241

sharp corners and narrow channels, and thus cannot be considered
uniform.

The power spent on pumping the feed waters increases with
the square of the flow rate (Eqs. (6) and (7)). Subtraction of the
power losses for pumping from the gross power density gives the
net power density (Fig. 9).

The maximum net power density is approximately 10% higher
for the stack with profiled membranes (in the current design) than
for the stack with spacers. More important however, is the obser-
vation that the peak in net power density shifts towards higher
Reynolds numbers for the stack with profiled membranes com-
pared to the stack with spacers, due to the lower hydraulic friction.
If the gross power density at this flow rate would increase due to
future developments, and thus the efficiency approaches its max-
imum value (50% for the stacks in this setup), higher flow rates
(so higher Reynolds numbers) are inevitable to further improve
the power density. The four times lower hydraulic friction for the
profiled membranes allows a wider range in Reynolds number.
Therefore the profiled membranes have a much better perspective
for further improvement in (net) power density.

The relatively low hydraulic friction also allows new flow
geometries that improve the gross power density. For example, a
smaller inter-membrane distance, i.e. thinner profiled ridges, will
significantly enhance the gross power density [5].  Furthermore,
new geometries can be designed that induce better mixing than
the traditional spacers. Profiling membranes offers a higher degree
of freedom to create new profile geometries where a hydrodynamic
flow can be combined with efficient mixing in the boundary layers.

5. Conclusions

In this work we  show the performance of a reverse electrodial-
ysis (RED) stack using profiled membranes instead of traditionally
used non-conductive spacers in between the ion exchange mem-
branes. Hot pressing of commercially available membranes is used
to create profiled membranes, which resulted in a slight reduc-
tion in permselectivity and significant decrease in resistance. The
stack with profiled membranes shows a 30% lower ohmic resistance
compared to that with spacers, but the boundary layer resistance
is significantly higher. The maximum gross power density of the
stack with profiled membranes is slightly higher than that in the
stack with spacers. In combination with a lower hydraulic fric-
tion, this resulted in a net power density that is 10% higher for the
stack with profiled membranes. Even more important is the scope
for future development of profiled membranes. The low hydraulic
friction enables higher Reynolds numbers than in a stack with
spacers. Furthermore, profiling membranes offers a high degree
of freedom to create new profile geometries where a hydrody-
namic flow can be combined with efficient mixing in the boundary
layers.
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